


Thanks Karen for noting that. I just finished reading the comments and as you say, there are many on the
RIA, focusing on both costs and benefits issues, so Ron, Darryl, Kathy. Bryan and Amy will need to look at
these. I'm adding Darryl and Amy to this list, as well as Mary Ross and John V just so they can see what
are obviously Tom Grahame's comments on the mortality studies. 

One question I have is whether we should have a meeting tomorrow among the EPA folks to go over these
comments and prepare for a meeting with Christine. Now that we have all these comments I suspect that
we may be pushed to respond fast. And while we may be able to wait until Monday to meet with OMB, we
also may not. What do folks think? I'm adding John Hannon, Lea, Anna and Scott to the addressees so they
can comment. Also Chet and James so they are in the loop.

Karen Martin

----- Original Message -----
From: Karen Martin
Sent: 08/03/2011 08:01 PM EDT
To: Lydia Wegman
Cc: Bryan Hubbell; "Ron Evans" <evans.ron@epa.gov>; "Kathy Kaufman" <kaufman.kathy@epa.gov>;
"Rosalina Rodriguez" <rodriguez.rosalina@epa.gov>; "Susan Stone" <stone.susan@epa.gov>
Subject: Re: Fw: EO 12866 13563 Interagency Comments, EPA Ozone NAAQs
Although the note from Christine says that comments on the RIA will be sent separately, I note that this set
of comments does include a lot of comments on the RIA, starting on p. 7 -- including a long discussion of
ozone mortality studies (starting on p. 13), leading to the recommendation from a "set of commenters" that
"EPA remove the assumption that ozone is associated with mortality impacts" (p. 20).

Karen Martin, Ph.D.
Office of Air Quality Planning and Standards
U.S. EPA (C504-06)
Research Triangle Park, NC 27711
phone: (919) 541-5274
fax: (919) 541-0237
martin.karen@epa.gov

Lydia Wegman---08/03/2011 07:12:16 PM---Here are comments on the ozone rule. I assume they cover
both rules, but not monitoring as Christin

From: Lydia Wegman/RTP/USEPA/US
To: "Karen Martin" <martin.karen@epa.gov>, "Susan Stone" <stone.susan@epa.gov>, "Anna Wood"

<Wood.Anna@epamail.epa.gov>, "Janet McCabe" <mccabe.janet@epa.gov>, "Steve Page" <page.steve@epa.gov>,
Richard Wayland/RTP/USEPA/US@EPA, "James Hemby" <Hemby.James@epamail.epa.gov>

Cc: "Ron Evans" <evans.ron@epa.gov>, "Kathy Kaufman" <kaufman.kathy@epa.gov>, Jeffrey
Clark/RTP/USEPA/US@EPA, "Rosalina Rodriguez" <rodriguez.rosalina@epa.gov>

Date: 08/03/2011 07:12 PM
Subject: Fw: EO 12866 13563 Interagency Comments, EPA Ozone NAAQs

Here are comments on the ozone rule. I assume they cover both rules, but not monitoring as Christine said
no one had offered comments on that. RIA comments to follow later.

From: "Kymn, Christine J." [Christine_J._Kymn@omb.eop.gov]
Sent: 08/03/2011 06:57 PM AST
To: Susan Stone; Rosalina Rodriguez; Scott Mathias; Kimber Scavo
Cc: Lydia Wegman
Subject: EO 12866 13563 Interagency Comments, EPA Ozone NAAQs



Hi Everyone,

Attached please find interagency comments on the Ozone rulemaking package. We will send a redline set of
interagency comments on the draft RIA under separate cover but wanted to get these to you tonight. Please let us
know if you have any questions.

Thanks, and have a great evening,
Christine 
[attachment "EO 12866 13563 Interagency1 Ozone Reconsideration Implementation Monitoring.docx"
deleted by Lydia Wegman/RTP/USEPA/US]




